TELUS Insights GeoIntelligence
Big data about your market, now available on demand.
If your organization operates in the physical world, collecting reliable data
on the people and markets you serve has never been easy. Unlike online
businesses that can easily track various metrics you’ve had to settle for
time-consuming, costly and error-prone manual tracking such as entrance
counts, postal code queries at check-outs and licence plate surveys in

The value of
knowledge

parking lots. Even worse, the data you have been able to collect is limited
in value because it depends heavily on extrapolation from small sample
sizes taken at one moment in time. TELUS Insights has changed all that,
allowing businesses of all sizes and governments at all levels to make
Imagine knowing when and where traffic congestion happens - and even

An AT Kearney study shows
that 95% of purchases still
happen in brick and mortar

where most of that traffic comes from. Planning new roads and transit

stores1

smarter decisions based on real-world facts.

routes would be much more efficient.

■

■

Knowing the distances people travel to access health services or a

Neilson Statistics tells us that:
■

business would make it easier to find the best place for a new location.
Locations in the right place can help improve wait times and make your

■

service/business more accessible.
And in a crisis, understanding how traffic moves can help save lives
by ensuring that emergency responders take the most efficient routes,
and people can rely on more effective evacuation plans. All of this
demonstrates that big data has big potential and benefits in multiple
areas of our society.
TELUS Insights GeoIntelligence, can help you make the most of big data,
by providing you instant access to the valuable information you need about
the current markets you operate in or plan to expand into.

1. https://www.atkearney.com/consumer-products-retail/on-solid-ground
2. http://www.nielsen.com/ca/en/solutions.html
3. http://www.retailcouncil.org/sites/default/files/documents/canadianretailinsightsreportamerican-expressjune2014.pdf

■

60% of brand purchase
decisions are made in store
15-30% of marketing money
misses the mark2

A 2015 Canadian Retail
Insights Report states that
74% of businesses attribute
sales growth primarily to
reaching new customers3

How it works: real world data for the physical world.
TELUS Insights works with massive sets of de-identified and aggregated
data drawn from the real world. As people move around, their cellular
devices connect to different wireless towers. Using industry-leading privacy
standards, TELUS de-identifies this network data and then aggregates it
to further protect individual privacy and safeguard personal information,
ensuring no data can be traced back to any individual user. The data is
also extrapolated to represent the Canadian population. We then enhance
the data with other external sources to give you a complete view of massmovement patterns and trends, allowing all business and government
sectors to use data analysis and plan strategically, with confidence.

Zoning in on your specific data needs for your
organization’s benefit.
TELUS Insights GeoIntelligence gives you on-demand access to a zonal
breakdown of Canada. Through the use of API’s, the platform enables you
to focus in on physical areas large and small.
This allows:
■

■

■

■

Governments to identify where new infrastructure is needed, from health
services to transit routes
Public health organizations to track and predict the spread of diseases
and viruses across a geographic area
Retailers to understand movement patterns around existing or potential
new locations
All organizations to:
■

Track the busiest days or hours for foot traffic and optimize operations
accordingly, for example by adjusting operating hours or staffing to 		
better meet demand and avoid over-staffing during quiet periods

■

■

Better understand the population they serve by providing key 		
demographic information at any given time
Identify where to advertise to best reach their target market and increase
overall advertising effectiveness

The more you understand the communities you serve, the more efficient
and effective your efforts will be. TELUS Insights GeoIntelligence can help.

For more information about TELUS Insights GeoIntelligence,
contact your TELUS Sales Executive or visit telus.com/insights
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